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IN LUCETUA

The Alumni Double Up
The Cresset received not one but two alumni
contributions of opinion to In Luce Tua this month,
proving again the generosity of the graduates of Valparaiso
University. Each contributor explores the relationship
of the church to the political realm as he sees it, the first
relationship seen in England and the second relationship
seen in the United States led, as usual, by California.
The author of "Crozier, Crown, and Commons" is
Albert R. Trost who was graduated from the University
with Honors in Government in 1962. His dissertation
for the Ph.D from Washington University in 1971 explored
the development of political loyalties among parochial
school children.
Mr. Trost returned to Alma Mater to teach in the
Department of Political Science where he specializes in
Comparative Politics and regularly teaches a course on
Religion and Politics. From 1975 to 1977 he directed the
University's Overseas Study Center at Cambridge,
England, and there gained the special vantage point for
his view of religion and politics in England for his contribution tht:<month.
"Proposition 13 and its Corollaries " is contributed by
Stephen Hitchcock, a native Californian for eighteen
years before heading east for his undergraduate education
at Valparaiso University where he graduated in 1971
and his theological education at Chn'st Seminary-Seminex
where he graduated in 1975.
Mr. Hitchcock presently directs the communications
and fund-raising program of the Lutheran Human
Relations Association of America, an inter-Lutheran
association which endeavors to equip churchmen to respond
to racism, sexism, and other injustices. The LHRAA
has been headquartered at Valparaiso University since
1953.
Mr. Hitchcock reports that he is "husband to a health
food store manager" and, along with his wife, owns a
three-bedroom home and two cars in a virtually allwhite community. He thus brings the necessary middleclass credentials and California birthright to speak to
what he believes are the darker sides of Proposition 13.
The Cresset welcomes alumni Trost and Hitchcock
to IN LUCE TUA.

The Editor
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Crozier, Crown, and Commons
Religion and Politics in England
Albert R. Trost
Surveying political systems around the world, it could
generally be said that the influence of religion on politics
has been declining in most political systems for a long
time. In a given society, say the United States, the
relationship between religion and politics is, of course,
multi-faceted and complex, and a few indicators may
well show the opposite trend. However, the general
trend is toward declining influence, especially if one is
talking about an organized attempt at influence, such as
one by a denomination or a church hierarchy. The two
indicators that are usually cited in this decline are the
secularization of the school system and the weakening
appeal of religious-based political parties·.
In the few societies where the influence of religion on
politics is still strong-Northern Ireland, the Republic of
Ireland, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and a few other smaller
Middle Eastern and Latin American nations-the effects
on political stability, peace and democracy are very
negative. Many scholarly observers see religious influence
as divisive, opposed to modernization, and associated
with an unequal distribution of land and economic resources.
To be fair, religious influence has, in some other cases
promoted stability and equality in a society. For instance,
in societies of homogeneous religious identification,
religious influence has supported feelings of national
identity. Even in the pluralistic religious setting of the
United States, this community-binding influence of
religion has been found by some social scientists in
"civil religion." Another positively-valued religious
influence is that now found in sorrie Latin American
settings where Roman Catholic parish priests, missionaries,
and some members of the hierarchy are working for
economic justice and more mass participation in politics.
The study of the influence of religion on politics has
surfaced in the discipline of political science only in the
last ten years. For a much longer period of time the
question of the relationship of church and state has been
explored. However, the new literature on religion and
politics goes beyond the constitutional framework that
3

surrounded the discussions of church and state, though
it includes this more traditional discussion as well. Most
of the new work centers on the Third World and is
eclectic in its coverage of world religions. There has not
been much attention paid, at least in the English language,
to the older nations of Europe and North America.
My recent two-year stay in the United Kingdom provided some opportunity for observation of the relationship between re ligion and politics in that setting. The
present remarks are limited to England. There is too
much variation in the religious culture of the whole
United Kingdom to discuss it in one piece. There are at
least three religious cultures in the United Kingdom
with significant implications for politics-England (with
Wales), Scotland, and Northern Ireland.
If there is a world-wide trend of declining influence
by religious groups on politics, one would expect this
trend to be evident first and foremost in England. First
of all , religious influence in England reached its peak
lon g before maximum influence was reached in other
countries, so the decline could begin earlier. A second
consideration fostering declining influence is the relatively
open nature of British society over the last hundred and
fifty years ; such an open society allowed competition
among religious groups for influence and hence some
checking of one another. Although free exercise of religion
and the neutrality of the state in religious affairs were
not as well developed in England as in the United States
over this period , there was more open competition than
in other European states.

The Church of England (Anglican), of course, starts
with an advantage in influence, for it is the established
church in England. (It was disestablished in Wales in
1920.) This means that it has privileges above other denominations in England. It also has some direct access
to centers of political power which other English church
groups do not have and which no denomination has in
the United States. A good illustration of the direct access
is the fact that the two Anglican archbishops (York and
Canterbury) and twenty-four of the forty-three diocesan
bishops sit in the House of Lords, the second chamber of
the British legislature. This privilege, like almost all the
other privileges, can be so greatly qualified that it ends
up as little more than a symbol of past influence and
power.
First of all, the House of Lords is clearly not equal to
the lower house of the legislature, the House of Commons,
either as a lawmaking body or as a focus of public
attention. If the House of Lords does not approve of a
bill that has been passed by the House of Commons, it
can only delay the bill one year, after which the bill can
become law without the House of Lord's approval. The
House of Lords is clearly the inferior chamber. Secondly,
there are over llOO people entitled to sit in the House of
Lords, the twenty-six Anglican churchmen then comprising a very small percentage. Finally, most of the
twenty-six bishops never attend a session and never
4

vote. One, or two at most, take an active interest in the
Lords' business.
Other privileges that have only a symbolic significance
are: the crowning of the monarch by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the chaplaincy to the House of Lords and
to the Speaker of the House of Commons, and the
provision of an official religious ministry to the nation.
It should be pointed out that this last constitutional role
does often draw the mass media to the Archbishops of
Canterbury and York for some public comment on national moral issues. There is no good evidence that this
exposure results in influence.

Religious Establishment
is a Two-Way Street

Establishment is a two-way street for the Anglicans.
With privileges and access to power has come some
interference from political figures in religion. Until1975,
Parliament had a veto over revisions in doctrine and
liturgy. This led to the famous rejection in 1927-28 by
Parliament of a revision of the Book of Common Prayer,
even though the revision had been over-whelmingly
approved by church assemblies representing clergy, laity
and hierarchy. Also, with the Queen's position as Defender of the Faith (head of the Church of England)
goes the right of appointing all archbishops, bishops,
and diocesan deans. With the general decline in the
power of the monarch, the power of appointment has
slipped to the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, who
exercise the power in the name of the Queen. Although
the Prime Minister evidently lets the church nominate
candidates for church office, he reserves the right to
choose among the names and could legitimately select
someone not on the list of nominees. There is no requirement that the Prime Minister be an Anglican, or even a
Christian. The potential for political influence on the
Church of England is very real.
At least partly because there is not much chance for
the Anglican church to derive great benefits from her
privileged status, there is not much pressure to disestablish in England. It is interesting that most of the
other large denominations in England seem more in
favor of sharing in the established status than in ending
this status for the Church of England.
Besides direct access to central government institutions
for the established church, another opportunity for
religious influence that is shared by all Christians
denominations is in the educational system. As this
influence is directed at the general population, and is
not explicitly political in content, it is only a very indirect
opportunity to influence politics.
The access to the educational system comes in two
places; in the curriculum of the entire state-run school
system, and in a smaller church-operated school system.
The Cresset

The Butler Act of 1944 mandated both "nondenominational" religious instruction as well as a daily "act of
worship," in the state school system. The county authorities
in England suggest the curriculum in this area as well as
a syllabus. My personal observation agrees with other
observers of this instruction in noting great latitude
both among schools in a given county and among classes
in a given school.
The rule seems to be to respect the conscience of the
teacher involved in the instruction as well as the students'
sensibilities. The result is greatly watered-down content
in the religious instruction. In some classrooms the act
of worship may be a prayer, but is more likely to be a
familiar hymn included with other songs in a music
period in the school day. If individual conscience
demands, the entire exposure to religious material can
be opted-out of by both teacher and student. Larger
schools will have a religion instructor. The result is a
greater exposure to religious symbols by the average
English student than his American counterpart, but this
is all one can say.
The entire English educational system was private
and/or church related until the last third of the nineteenth
century. While church control has certainly declined
from this state of affairs, there is still a considerable
vestige of church connection. First of all, the educational
system is divided into state schools and private schools,
the latter usually called independent schools and lacking
public financial support. The independent schools are,
for the most part, high on quality and long on tradition.
Many have links with the Church of England. Recent
Labor governments have tried to discourage this private
sector in education, not because of the religious influence,
but because they foster inequality in educational
opportunity. By ending the "direct grant" system of
subsidies, some of these schools have had to change '
their status or go out of business.
The state system or schools is far larger than the
private sector. In 1975, 9.2 million students attended
state schools in England and Wales while about 434,000
were attending independent schools. A second kind of
church-related school in England is actually part of the
state system. State schools are themselves divided into
county schools and voluntary schools. It is the latter
category that provides several options for a religious
connection. About one-third of the state schools are
voluntary. The majority of these are Church of England
schools, but a sizeable minority are Roman Catholic.
A final distinction will reveal the nature of the church
connection in the voluntary school. Voluntary schools
can be either "controlled" or "aided." "Controlled" schools
receive all maintenance costs from the state, have two
members of their governing board appointed by the
county school authority for every one from the church,
and can only compel the same program of "nondenominational" religious instruction that is found in
the county schools. The "controlled" school can offer a
small, voluntary course (2 periods a week) of denomiOctober, 1978

national instruction. The "aided" school can be more
explicitly religious, but at the price of state support.
They have to provide twenty percent of their own maintenance costs, but the church has a two-thirds majority
on the school governing board. Religious instruction
can be sectarian in the "aided" school. The Roman
Catholic schools are attracted to this option. A slight
majority of the Church of England schools prefer the
"controlled" option.
The trend, since 1900, has been a steady decline in the
number and percentage of voluntary schools. 65.6% of
all primary schools were voluntary in 1900, 44.2% in
1938, and 37.5% in 1968. The bulk of the decline was in
the Church of England schools. The percentage of Roman
Catholic schools of all primary schools has, in fact, risen
very slightly since 1900. The over-all picture is one of
decline of religious influence in education, though as
with most things British, the change has been gradual.
If one did not know the constitutional status of religion
in England, and had only church membership and
attendance figures to work with, a conclusion that church
influence in England is weak would be justified. In
1973, the Church of England had baptized 58.9 percent
of the population of England. This high percentage
reflects the privileged position of the Anglican church
as the official minister to the nation. The percentage has
declined slightly over the last ten years, from 61.3 percent
of the population. The number of people who carry this
association with the Church of England through to an
act of confirmation falls to twenty percent of the
population. The percentage actually on the church
electoral rolls was only 5.9 percent of the population in
1973, and only three percent of the English were in the
Anglican churches on an average Sunday morning.

The Official Minister
to an Absent Nation

Although some other Protestant churches do slightly
better in average Sunday attendance, it is left up to the
Roman Catholics partly to redeem the English as church
attenders (though many of the Catholics are actually
Irish). With only 8.5 percent of the English population
baptized as Roman Catholics, there are about 300,000
more Catholics than Anglicans in church on Sunday.
The Roman Catholics are the only Christian group of
significant size whose membership as a percentage of
the English population has not fallen in the twentieth
century. The decline of the other groups, including the
Church of England, has been very slow over the last few
decades. One must compare the figures to the inter-war
years or the turn of the century to see a significant
decline. Again, gradual change seems to be an English
characteristic.
5

Good, hard, empirical evidence of the influence of
religion on politics is very scarce in the English context.
There seems to be no evidence at all linking religious
influence to policy decisions by governmental elites,
except in the narrowest kind of church affairs which still
do lie in province of government in Britain . However,
there is not much study of this kind of religious influence
in any political system. There is one recent study which
does relate religious group identification to voting in
recent general elections since 1929. 1 The results of this
study leave a fairly ambiguous conclusion as to the
effects of religion on voting. To state the conclusion in
its simplest form first, religious identification has some
effect on voting, and this effect-while varying from
election to election-is about the same as it was in the
1929 election. There has not been, in other words , a
steady decline between the elections of 1929 to 1974.
However, this conclusion must be qualified in several
significant ways.
First, religious influence is clear only in the case of
the Conservative Party, where there is .a correlation,
between Anglican strength and the Conservative vote.
A second qualification is that Anglican strength is also
correlated with middle and upper class membership ,
and it is almost impossible to say whether the correlation
of Conservative vote with Anglican strength is the result
of the class or the religious factor. Finally, though there
seems to be no decline in religious influence on voting
since 1929, there is no evidence that it was a strong
factor in any of the elections studied. In fact , the author
of the study says that religion was second to class in explaining the outcomes. Religion does not appear to
have been a divisive issue in any of the elections.
The English fought their battles over religion in the
Tudor, Commonwealth, and Stuart periods of their
history. As with most English institutions, change since
the beginning of the eighteenth century regarding the
influence of religion and politics has been a slow,
evolutionary process. The change appears to be in the
direction of declining religious influence. Too short a
time span may not reveal the decline. Religion still has
some influence on politics, but a first-hand impression
in the mid-1970's is that is is not great.
The slow, gradual constitutional development in Britain
protects some religious influence through the phenomena
of religious establishment and the teaching of religion
in the educational system. If constitutional and legal
developments had followed religious behavior, as
expressed in church attendence, religious influence on
politics would be less than it is. Religion is no longer a
divisive factor in English politics. Although the matter
has not been systematically investigated, religion m
England probably makes a greater contribution to
consensus than it does to conflict.

W. L. Miller, "The Religious Alignment in England," Parliamentary

1

Affairs, XXX (Summer, 1977), pp. 258-268.
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IN LUCE TUA II
Proposition 13
and its Corollaries
Stephen Hitchcock
"Well, you really do feel better with a new car."
One woman to another woman in a supermarket
The public so far has found only one disappointing aspect to the great tax revolt that
spreads across the country : the blacks have
neglected to go away.
-Jimmy Breslin
Our bank can't tell us part. Which one of us
makes $20,000? We both do. And we both
like to spend it on the same kinds of things,
too . ... I guess we know what we want from
life. And with twice as much money we not
only put more into it, we can get more out of
it.
-From a recent magazine advertisement
Proposition 13? We voted for it. We just
bought a new house, and my husband's salary
doesn't come from the state.
-Wife of a young doctor in California
Proposition 13 has now been part of California's unique
climate for four months, and some form of tax revolt is
present in the other forty-nine states. Proposition 13's
economic implications are not yet clear. Some contend
it will backfire as the federal government gTows larger
to supplant state services and income taxes eat up more
of the taxpayer's income. The moral implications of the
tax revolt are somewhat clearer. Proposition 13-with
its overwhelming two-to-one endorsement-reveals something about the character and temper of the American
people in the late 1970's. Their putative tax revolt presents
both an indictment and a challenge to the church as well
as to the American political and educational systems.
The Cresset

As I examine that indictment and challenge below I
am assuming that the frequent public reasons given for
the passage of Proposition 13 are not the only reasons or
even the primary reasons. The tax revolt is not fundamentally interested either in cutting out government
waste and inefficiency or in providing real and equitable
tax relief. Nor is it aimed at high taxes alone. (Property
tax revenues have risen faster in California than in
others states-partly because of government efficiency;
the assessor does a quick and honest jot-but five other
states have higher property tax rates than California.)
Those who lead the tax revolt say they "want to send a
message to government," and I think that message is
"stop giving our money to the poor and disadvantaged."
Vernon Jordon of the Urban League observes: "The
target is not waste or inefficiency; it is welfare, food
stamps, Medicaid, public housing, health clinics, and
other safety nets government erects to protect the weakest
and neediest in society." Jordan's hunch seems sound. A
Los Angeles Times poll indicates seventy percent of those
who voted for Proposition 13 want welfare programs cut
first. A California poll shows sixty-two percent of the
voters want welfare cut most. Other cuts favored, in
order, are public housing, environmental protection,
and public medical care.
California seems to agree with the rest of the country.
A 1976 Gallup poll shows that Americans nation-wide
are not so much revolting against government services
as against those who receive them. Those polled overwhelmingly approved helping the elderly, college
students, public schools, and health care programs. But,
according to the same Gallup poll, most Americans feel
the poor should not get any more help.
Californians may have the first opportunity to test the
new national sentiments. Proposition 13 will clearly
hurt those who ride buses, send their children to public
schools, use public health centers rather than private
physicians, and read library books rather than buy them.
The majority of these people happen to be poor, in
minorities, and often unemployed. Yet the decline in
educational opportunity, mass transit, and other public
services will likely lead to even higher unemployment,
more poverty, and increased demands on public assistance.
The tax revolt in California and elsewhere is a useful
vehicle for the nation-wide backlash against the poor
and non-white. In Ohio, for example, anti-school desegregation forces publically and proudly urged voters to
defeat tax levies for Ohio schools. They preferred to
have their children not attend school than have them
attend schools with minority students. The poor and the
non-white are the real targets of the tax revolt when
much of the smoke clears away.
As the tax revolt moves from the state to the federal
level its frequent target is a supposedly bloated government budget and bureaucracy. Yet, on the federal level,
taking into account inflation, tax outlays per person
have not increased substantially in the past two decades.
In fact, there were twenty-five percent fewer federal
October, 1978

employees in 1977 than in 1968 (admittedly a year at the
height of our conscriptions for Vietnam), and over-two
thirds of the present federal employees are in the
Department of Defense. Since 1952, only about 200,000
employees have been added to the federal work force.
(In that same time state and local governments have
added eight million employees-primarily to enlarge
schools to teach the _b aby-boom children.) And, since,
1968, the percentage of the federal budget for purchasing
goods and services has decreased rather than increased.
The real issue does not seem to be government inefficiency or cumbersome bureaucracy. In a real sense
government is more efficient than in the past. What has
changed about the federal budget and bureaucracy is
that more efforts are now aimed at transferring money
from one sector of society to another rather than providing
direct governmental services. Social Security, and veterans'
benefits constitute a growing part of the budget, and
even Medicaid can be seen in this light because most of
the money gets transferred to doctors and health institutions. What is at issue in the tax revolt is the government's efficiency in transferring some money to the
poorest in American society; other Americans seem to
find those recipients of government aid to be more
revolting than the aid itself.
Congressional refusal to pass welfare reform is, in my
view, further evidence of backlash against the poor and
minorities. HR 7200, with its repressive measures against
welfare recipients and aliens (mostly non-white), has
more support than does fair and humane rescheduling
of payments. At the same time the Steiger Amendment,
which would in effect transfer more money to those with
incomes over $100,000, enjoys considerable popularity.

Vicious Cycles
and Upward Spirals

There are, then, enough signals that big and inefficient
government is not the real target of the tax revolt. If I
am right to judge the tax revolt as white backlash against
the poor and the minorities, then the church faces a
challenge. Throughout the scriptures, the widow, alien,
and orphan (I sometimes think all children up against
current anti-school sentiments are "orphans"), were to
receive assistance, and government is one important
way such assistance can be given. For the church, such
compassion is central to its experience of the gospel;
throughout the history of the church God's grace and
forgiveness take on meaning when it identifies with the
poor and outcast, for they are the first to enter the
kingdom.
Proposition 13 supporters belie their public posture
in a second way by revealing their fear and greed in the
faces of spiraling inflation. Many media reports on the
tax revolt made that obvious as they interviewed people
7

in their $100,000 houses with their RV equipment in the
driveways. The people interviewed feared they could
not find the money to keep up their standard of living
in a time of rapid inflation, and I suspect that reducing
taxes looks like an easy way to get the money . What
deserves comment here is the causal connection between
this fear and the inflation that troubles us all.
Some property taxes for some people are too high ,
and certain segments of society deserve tax relief. But
.overall I suggest that the problem is not that we pay
too much taxes but rather that we need more money to
satisfy insatiable appetites. The indicators are all about
us. New cars are selling better than ever at higher
prices. Travel . and recreation are booming. Enough
giant-screen TVs cannot be made to meet the demand .
Personal debt is at an all-time high. The national balanceof-trade deficit not only reflects our burning consumption
of foreign oil but also record purchases of luxuries
produced by Japan and Western Europe.
This insatiable appetite fuels inflation. And what makes
it even more troublesome is that as inflation increases
the anxiety increases-if I don't buy it now I may not
get it. So the vicious cycle turns into an upward spiral of
inflation, resulting in a probable ten percent rate this
year. This frantic scramble not only wastes and defiles
our natural resources (including the once beautiful land
on which those $100,000-plus California houses now stand),
it denies the reality of history. Arthur Jones, publisher
of the National Catholic Reporter, describes the current
American illusion:
The U.S . middle classes feel threatened because their
living habits and personal expectations are threatened.
They do not know that in the light of history, they
really have no right to expect to live as well as they
do. They do not know that in the past forty years we
Americans have spent wealth that really should have
been expended over one or two centuries, that we
have exploited the future.
The recent failure of the no-frills housing movement
demonstrates how powerful is the illusion that a high
standard of living is a right. When housing prices began
to rise, builders offered smaller, less luxurious housessimilar to the "starter" houses built after World War II.
But young families do not want to start here; they want
the large lot, the extra bathrooms, the built-ins, and
housing prices continue to skyrocket. Then, according to
law, property taxes increase, and some would hedge
against this greed-fueled inflation by taking money away
from the poor and powerless.
The pursuit of luxury has so deeply ingrained itself
in the American character that the middle classes will
vote to help the rich get richer. Just how much the tax
revolt is motivated by greed rather than genuine concern
for tax reform is reflected by who benefits most from
Proposition 13. Two-thirds of the seven billion dollar
cut in California taxes will go large property owners.
And the biggest obstacle to tax reform on the national
8

level is Congress's determination to protect and increase
the tax benefits enjoyed by the very rich. The middle
classes do not object to these provisions for the rich. The
belief seems to be that everyone deserves to be rich; if
you act to restrain the rich, you may block your own
eventual increasing wealth.
Christians take a critical posture toward the pursuit of
1uxury; they are called to worship at a different altar.
The church stands against that materialism which
idolatrously refuses to trust God's love and His ability
to provide all we need for true life and happiness. And
political leaders and educational institutions must confront
men with the historical and economic realities which
themselves judge our reckless pursuit of luxury.
The two underlying motivations in the tax revoltracism and greed-are destructive of the well-being of
the larger community now and our posterity. Yet I
believe the church is called to view these human emotions
with empathy and compassion and not simply criticism
and judgment. The Christian faith , with its certain
identity and radical forgiveness, gives the church the
freedom to identify the racism and greed among its own
members and the mandate to deal with those underlying
causes of our anxieties by confession and amended lives.

The Gift to be Simple
A Christian response to the tax revolt must deal with
those forces-racism and greed-which viciously interact
on each other. The unabating move to the suburbs, for
example, is often motivated by a fear of minority persons
and lower-income folk. This exodus to the suburbs (and,
increasingly, to small towns) drives up the cost of housing
and wastes energy because of long commuting distances.
Not only does this exodus leave fewer jobs in the cities
for the poor and non-white, the resulting increase in
inflation hurts those least able to absorb the increased
cost of living. All this, of course, further adds to unemployment and poverty, fulfilling our prophecies and
prejudices about the poor and non-white. To care for
these casualties the cost of government goes up, causing
even more inflation. This is but one example of how our
fears have economic consequences.
What can a Christian do, then, to deal with these two
interacting motivations behind Proposition 13 and the
spreading tax revolt?
1. He might work for genuine tax reform that combines
immediate relief for those who need it with long-range
economic stability. "Tax breakers" are one fair way to
do this with property taxes. Several states, led by Wisconsin
in 1964, have enacted such measures. In this way , the
elderly and others of modest income are protected against
paying more than a certain percentage of their income
on taxes. (The tax revolt's strength will be tested in
Michigan, which has "tax breakers" but also has a general
tax limitation Oil this November's ballot.)
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2. He might work to cut military spending. Approximately $180 billion will be collected in federal taxes
this year, of which $130 billion will go for the military
budget. After Proposition 13's victory in California,
Congress cut $800 million from the Department of Labor
and HEW budgets, but left the Department of Defense
budget requests untouched. For the third year now,
Transfer Amendments have been defeated in both the
House and Senate. The amendments would have transferred four and one half billion dollars of the Defense
budget to domestic programs aimed at human needs.
Our present course is to continue to cut programs that
benefit the poor and non-white and go ahead with military
spending which only adds to inflation.
3. He might work for full employment as a national
policy, backed by specific programs and adequate appropriations. Cautious predictions suggest the federal
budget could be balanced with three or four percent unemployment (instead of the current six and seven percent
rates). Full employment would benefit the poor and
minorities most, and it would dramatically reduce welfare
payments and unemployment insurance costs. The longrange effect of a balanced budget would curb inflation
as deficit spending declined.
4. He might work for welfare reform. Indeed , Proposition 13's passage and the general tax revolt make such
reform all the more urgent. Fair and humane payments
to provide the housing, food, and health care for those
who cannot earn their own living (about three-fourths
of welfare cases are the aged, the disabled , children,
and mothers with young children) must be defended in
the budget cutting which will follow in the wake of the
tax revolt.
5. He might work for energy conservation. Oil
consumption, in particular, is a primary cause of the
current inflationary spiral. The improvement of mass
transit to limit oil consumption would also provide the
urban poor with better access to jobs and housing.
6. He might learn how to live more simply for its own
benefits and as a sign to the world. For the church this
means inviting people to a deeper trust in the providence
of God and a celebration of our personhood apart from
the goods of this world. Educational institutions will
have a central role in this discipline , for living simply is
a learning process- we' must learn the ways and values
of a new and different lifestyle. The youngest children
need to learn that television lies; happiness does not
depend on expensive, plastic toys . Teenagers need to
learn that beauty is not a product of a $500 fall wardrobe
(the national average). College students need to learn
that success is not a high-paying-job.
When we learn to live simply we will be contributing
less to the inflation which breeds fear in our neighbors
and we ourselves will not be so emotionally vulnerable
to higher prices. We all have plenty to do so that every
threat against our standard of living does not arouse
those fears which underlie much of the present tax
revolt.
October, 1978

Confession
Thunder had come from nowhere,
gouging an ocean in the valley floor,
making the night impassable.
God, she sighed,
straightening her hat and
lamp shades around the room,
we've got to stop
meeting like this.
With what was left of her stren gth
she got over the full dishabille of
the room. Then
at the door, fingering his number at
the base of her pocket, saluted knowingly.
Until tomorrow then?
And walked home on the roof of the ocean.

Lois Reiner

Grandpa
Speaking with a voice
entering life beyond
the rust years
out of the history of
ruins it sifts through
gravel
experience itself a net
making him silent.
Ginny says: "What was it
like before the Depression,
grandpa?"
A long time stirring
the soup while others
chatter-

Peter Brett
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Tracy Kenyon Lischer

Walker Percy's Kierkegaard. /
./A Reading of The Moviegoer
Father in heaven ...
Grant that we may each one of us
become in good time aware
what sickness it is
which is the sickness unto death,
and aware that we are all of us
suffering from this sickness ...
Thou art able to heal
only those who are conscious
that they are sick in this way.
For to be with Him is to be delivered
from our sickness,
and when we are with Him
we are saved from all sickness.

Soren Kierkegaard's Prayer
From his home in Covington, Louisana, Walker Percywinner of the National Book Award (The Moviegoer,
1961 ), physician, literary and social critic, contributor to
philosophic journals, student of linguistics-continues
to write novels both popular and increasingly subtle
and complex. The Moviegoer, The Last Gentleman ( 1966),
Love in the Ruins ( 1971), and Lance lot (1977) constitute his
major published works to date.
More than many novelists, Percy has been willing to
talk about his writing, to facilitate the discussion that
has developed out of this growing body of work. In an
interview Dr. Percy once remarked that some "onesided" commentary on his novels tended to overlook
their religious dimension. Instead, Percy's acknowledged
indebtedness to Soren Kierkegaard has spawned numerous
articles and a full-length study on the areas where the
interest of existentialism and the interests of Percy's
fiction intersect. But, as the author notes, not so fully
treated has been the explicitly Christian content of Kierkegaardian philosophy and its influence on Percy's fiction.
For example, Love in the Ruins, although subtitled "The
Adventures of a Bad Catholic at a Time near the End of
the World," is seldom treated as a Christian novel in the
way, say, that Flannery O'Connor's novels regularly
are. (Percy was even cautioned, he says, by one publisher's
sales department that the word Catholic in the subtitle
would hurt the sales.) Percy exercises the kind of prophetic vision described by O'Connor as "a matter of
seeing near things with their extensions of meaning and

Tracy Kenyon Lischer is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Missouri University and holds her Ph.D from St. Louis
University. She is presently a part-time instructor at both
Tidewater Community College and Virginia Wesleyan College.
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thus of seeing far things close up." 1 He creates a fiction
that pushes outward toward the limits of mystery. This
kind of writer, again according to O'Connor, "will be
interested in possibility rather than in probability. He
will be interested in characters who are forced out to
meet evil and grace ... "2
Yet modern readers often have no clear sense of evil
or grace or a God who confounds human expectations
by revealing Himself explicitly. The greatest dramas, as
we know, involve the salvation or the loss of a soul. And
only when one is serious about salvation and secure in
his beliefs can he see the comedy of the universe. Attracted
by this comedy, and by Percy's narrative appeal, entertaining dialogue, likeable heroes, and the vast intellectual
contexts of the novels including existentialism, critics
have largely ignored the ends for the means.
Kierkegaard's theory of the three stages at which men
live is useful in reading any of Percy's novels; the characters are frequently paradigms of Kierkegaardian life
styles. But as an introduction to the orthodoxy of the
author's thought it is perhaps best to begin where Percy's
writing begins, with The Moviegoer. Kierkegaard's three
stages of life, the aesthetic, the ethical, and the religious,
are all incorporated into this first novel.
Binx Bolling, the narrator and central character of
The Moviegoer, manages a branch of a brokerage firm in
New Orleans. He lives peacefully making money until
one morning he decides to renew a search he had begun
in Korea during the war. The novel begins at this point;
it ends with the suggestion that Binx may have the
potential to make the final leap of faith from the ethical
to the religious life.
Binx's search, which should for clarity be capitalized,
is clearly a Search for the Way. In minor ways Binx is
constantly seeking a stronger sense of himself as a person;
he tries to become more himself by becoming more
concrete. Talking to movie attendants, making money,
riding buses because he feels invisible driving a car are
all small steps toward a relationship with God. Binx
says, "To become aware of the possibility of the search is
to be onto something. Not to be onto something is to be
in despair." (13) Because despair is a sickness of the soul
it is dialectical and so are its symptoms. Part of the
dialectic is that those who have never experienced the
sickness are the farthest from health; those who diagnose
themselves healthy are the most ill. Binx's Search then
is a giant step toward health and salvation .
' Flannery O'Connor, Mystery & Manners, edited by S. & R.
Fitzgerald (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1969), p. 44.
2 Mystery & Manners. p . 42.
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Binx announces his perspective at once. "Everything
is upside down for me," he says. "What are generally
considered to be the best times are for me the worst
times, and that worst of times (being wounded in the
shoulder in Korea) was one of the best." (10) (Page
numbers refer to the Noonday Press edition of The
Moviegoer [New York, 1967], a readily available paperback in its eighth printing). When the novel opens Binx
is seriously questioning the spiritlessness he sees in
everyone he meets. His half-brother Lonnie Smith and
his stepcousion Kate are the only exceptions. Binx's
Aunt Emily is an intellectual who domesticates truth
and fits it into preconceived patterns. She tells Binx, '"I
don't quite know what we're doing on this insignificant
cinder spinning away in a dark corner of the universe.
That is a secret which the high gods have not confided
in me. Yet one thing I believe and I believe it with every
fibre of my being. A man must live by his lights and do
what little he can and do it as best he can. In this world
goodness is destined to be defeated. But a man must go
down fighting. That is the victory. To do anything less
is to be less than a man."' (54) In the face of this kind of
ethical self-assurance, "My idea of a search," he says,
"seems absurd." (54)
His cousins, Nell and Eddie Lovell, are enmeshed in a
worldliness that attributes infinite value to the indifferent.
When Binx meets Nell and she confesses, "I am having
the time of my life. I'm taking philosophy courses in the
morning and working nights at Le Petite Theatre. Eddie
and I have re-examined our values and found them
pretty darn enduring,"' he responds, "I get to thinking
a bout her and old Eddie re-examing their values .. ..
And then I can't help wondering to myself : why does
she talk as if she were dead?" (101, 102) His war-buddy,
Harold Graebner, and Kate's fiance, Walter Wade, are
philistines, tranquilized in the trivial, and equally in
despair whether things go well or ill. In Kierkegaardian
terms Binx is an embryo Christian, sharply observant of
this sickness of the soul-despair.
For some time Binx has been caught in the boredom
of aestheticism. The aesthete is the uncommitted man
whose life is without unity or meaning. He need not be
artistic, although Binx savors the tilt of a woman's head
and the shape of her thigh, and his aunt recalls his love
of books and music. He need not be lustful; Binx adjusts
easily when he finds his private cottage, where he had
planned a rendezvous with his secretary, teeming with
family. The aesthete moves from pleasure to pleasure.
The enjoyment can be either bodily, as Binx's is with his
succession of secretaries, or spiritual, as it is in his
conversations with his half-brother Lonnie. Binx's quest
of women, his spare room "as impersonal as a motel
room" (178), and his interest in making money are all
products of his aesthetic approach to life.
His incessant moviegoing is, among other things, a
particular form of detachment, a curiousity which allows
him to be a spectator in history without assuming
responsibility. Thus Binx can say of a "romantic" he
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meets, "He is a moviegoer, though of course he does not
go to movies." (216) Symbolically, moviegoing is the
aesthete's evasion of crucial relationships in life.
In a vivid metaphor Kierkegaard compares the aesthete's
life to a stone skipped over water, which for a time
sustains itself by dancing lightly from ripple to ripple,
but when the dance is over, sinks into darkness. When
we meet Binx he is, like the pebble, beginning to sink.
Despair, which Binx calles malaise, Kierkegaard, sin, is
occurring with disturbing regularity. Binx recognizes it
in the lives of others and experiences it himself. The
honeymoon couple he views from a distance, who should
be happy but aren't, until they accidentally encounter
William Holden in the French Quarter and seem to
themselves to be made real by his heightened reality,
are in "despair at not being conscious of having a self,"
(SD, 146)3 Kate, whom Binx loves, is terrorized by despair
at not being conscious of herself 'before God as spirit,
the inward experience of the pagan. Unnameable fears
leave her with suicide as the only refuge. She says to
Binx of their family, "They all think any minute I'm
going to commit suicide. What a joke. The truth of
course is the exact opposite: suicide is the only thing
that keeps me alive." (194) Kierkegaard writes, "When
death is the greatest danger one hopes for life; but when
one becomes acquainted with an even more dreadful
danger (the torment of despair), one hopes for death."
(SD, 151)

Kierkegaard compares the aesthetes life
to a stone skipped over water,
which for a time sustains itself
by dancing lightly from ripple to ripple,
but when the dance is over, sinks into darkness.
Binx's own battle with sin is expressed in a hell and
brimstone metaphor: "It seems to me that I catch a whiff
of the malaise. A little tongue of hellfire licks at our
heels and the MG jumps ahead ... " (123) As one who
sees his despair, Binx is a dialectical step nearer to
being cured than one who diagnoses himself healthy. If,
at this point, Binx turns to the finite, which his Aunt
Emily offers as "the only things that really matter in this
life ... a gaiety, a sense of duty, a nobility worn lightly, a
sweetness, a gentleness with women ... " (224), he will bedamned. If he turns to the infinite, transcendent God
and grounds himself transparently in Him, he will be
saved.
Binx's first step is to rise to personhood by foregoing
the tools of observation and imagination and making a
concrete moral decision. Aunt Emily previously discovered that at key points in life Binx has defaulted, has
refused to choose between alternatives. This passivity
has been the result of Binx's obscurity about the true
' Soren Kierkegaard. Fear and Trembling and The Sickness Unto
Death, translated by W. Lowrie (New York, 1954). Page numbers
prefaced with SD refer to this text.
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nature of his despair; as Kierkegaard writes, "for by
keeping silent one is relegated solely to oneself, no
actuality comes to man's aid by punishing him, by bringing
down upon him the consequence of his speech ." (SD ,
167) What saves Binx at this point is his decision to
marry Kate.
On Ash Wednesday, in view of the penitent smudged
at the hairline, emerging from church, Binx accepts
Kate's diagnosis: "I am frightened when I am alone and
I am frightened when I am with people. The only time
I'm not frightened is when I'm with you. You'll have to
be with me a great deal ... But I think I see a way. It
seems to me that if we are together a great deal and you
tell me the simplest things and not laugh at me-tell me
things like: 'Kate, it is all right for you to go down to the
drugstore,' and 'give me a kiss,' then I will believe you.
Will you do that?" "Yes, I'll do that," Binx answers. (234)
This is a decision born not of the glib, self-possessed
ethical stance of Aunt Emily, but rather of risk and
defiance.
Previously life had offered Binx too many possibilities.
When he was attracted to a girl on a bus Binx had said,
"My mind hits upon half a dozen schemes to circumvent
the terrible moment of separation." When everything is
possibfe one can go astray in too many directions,
principally by unreasonable hope-"What good times
we could have! This very afternoon we could go spinning
along the Gulf Coast. What consideration and tenderness I could show her!" (13)-or unreasonable dread"What a tragedy it is that I do not know her, will
probably never see her again." (12) Confronted with
limitless possibility the self becomes a mirage. It was
after this non-encounter with the girl on the bus that
Binx, to protect himself from endless fragmentation,
renewed his Search. His commitment to Kate is the
result. Binx's personality is becoming what Kierkegaard
says it must, a synthesis of possibility and necessity. (SD,
1973)

When the exclusively mora/life
is proven impossible,
the only solution is a movement.
through penitence, to faith.
The transition from this ethical stage to the religious
is not automatic, but is the result of conscious decision
and endeavor. Lonnie Smith alone in The Moviegoer
reaches the final stage. Lonnie, the fourteen year old
son of Binx's mother and her second husband, is confined
to a wheelchair with a crippling, debilitating disease.
Lonnie and Binx are good friends because Binx, as he
notes, is not sorry for Lonnie. "For one thing," Binx
explains, "he has the gift of believing that he can offer
his suffering in reparation for men's indifference to the
pierced heart of Jesus Christ. ... I would not mind so
much trading places with him." (137)
Lonnie approaches faith, as one must, through penitence. Penitence proves irrefutably to him that true
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morality is beyond man. Lonnie cannot respond ethically
to his brother Duvall's death; even after confession and
absolution he continues to be glad his elder brother is
dead. He cannot, he tells Binx, conquer his habitual
disposition to envy. There is no suggestion, however,
that Lonnie embraces any form of despair. He and his
priest recognize that the opposite of sin is not virtue but
faith. When the exclusively moral life is proven impossible,
the only solution is a movement, through penitence, to
faith. And the meaning of faith is that only in God are
all things, every instant, possible. This is the "eternally
certain antidote to despair." (SD, 173)
Binx's religious discussions with Lonnie are a product
of love and a source of joy and humor. Binx says of the
other Smiths, "Certainly if they spoke to me about God,
I would jump into the Bayou." (159) But he can speak
with the boy about the intricacies of God's mercy and
grace because Lonnie does not share the unpardonable
sin of the other Smiths-to think dispassionately about
God. From what we know of Binx there is every possibility
that he, like Lonnie, will make the transition to faith .
Lonnie certainly hopes so; "I am still offering my
communion for you,'' (165), he tells Binx. In Philosophical
Fragments Kierkegaard describes the believer as one
who has renounced the hope of reaching a logically
congruous or speculatively transparent view of life. The
notes Binx writes concerning the Search ("Starting point
for Search: It no longer avails to start with creatures and
prove God. Yet it is impossible to rule God out ... if the
proofs were proved and God presented himself, nothing
would be changed." [146]) shows his rejection of a personal
logically congruous, and an intense awareness of a personal
God whose every visitation is in a form that evokes
doubt.
In Practice in Christianity Kierkegaard describes the
pervasion of Christian life and thought by paradox, the
main paradox being the difficulty in interpreting the
Sign (the cross) whose distinctive characteristic is that It
can be spoken against with a fair show of reason. Binx is
at home with paradox and, in fact, distrusts those who
are unaware of life's enigmas. In the exclusively moral
life, according to Kierkegaard, we encounter no insoluble
problem, no incurable conflict, no spiritual agony. Like
the Jew, with whom Binx feels an intuitive sympathy,
Binx is looking for his messiah. Only faith will provide
a continuing arena for the Search, because faith, the
most audacious paradox to face man, perpetually demands
our decision. It alone baffles reason and outstrips all
interpretation. God cannot be apprehended other than
by intense interest, of which wonder, with its awareness
of the miraculous grace of God, forms a large ingredient.
For this Binx, with his passionate devotion to wonder"And there I have lived ever since, solitary and in
wonder, wondering day and night, never a moment
without wonder" (42)-is well prepared. At the end of
The Moviegoer we are left with the solid hope that Binx
will escape the loneliness and dread of a man forsaken
by God.
J
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From

the
Chapel
Cancel the Reformation Rally!
Wayne Saffen

"Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit,"
says the Lord of Hosts.
Zechariah 4:6
"But to what shall I compare this generation?
It is like children sitting in the market places
and calling to their playmates,
'We piped to you and you did not dance;
We wailed, and you did not mourn.'
For John came neither eating nor drinking,
and they say,
'He has a demon.'
The Son of Man came eating and drinking,
and they say,
'Behold, a glutton and a drunkard,
a friend of tax collectors and sinners!'
Yet wisdom is justified by her children [deeds)."
Luke 7:31-35
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Let's cancel Reformation rallies, services, and observances for a few years!
This may seem a strange proposal in a Reformation
sermon from a Lutheran preacher, challenging, as it
does, the living totem of a deadened tradition. Reformation festivals are today an annual custom which has
become meaningless-worse, pernicious. Such observances
involve us in a nostalgia for what others have done and
let us deceive ourselves into believing we belong to a
tradition we oppose in fact. To paraphrase the American
politician about his city: "The church ain't ready for
reform." Or, to quote the girls from the Broadway musical
Tenderloin:
Reform! Reform! It's only a passing storm.
No matter what a reformer says or does,
Things stay the way they was.
THE HISTORICAL REASON for dropping Protestant
and Lutheran Reformation observances is that the spirit
which originally gave them movement was a liberation
from a domineering church. Today the authoritarian
church sponsors Reformation rallies and opposes "liberals"
and "liberation." In the sixteenth century Reformation
the evan~e l ical spirit was set against the authoritarian
institution. Now, yesterday's Reformation has become
today's Counter-Reformation.
The issue in the sixteenth century was the gospel
versus the law as the way to salvation . God's grace was
set against good works as the energy for salvation, and
burdened consciences were relieved. Faith, especially as
trust in God through Jesus Christ, was set against
distrusting legalism, and men and women were freed
from paralyzing guilt. Scripture was set against the
institutional church, and the institutional hold on people
was broken. Private interpretation was set against official
interpretation, and conscience and reason were liberated.
We have only to recall that history to realize that if
those are issues today, they do not appear in those
clarified forms. The Reformation movements of the
sixteenth century congealed into denominations. Institutionalizing the various movements changed them
from a dynamic flow into static organizations which try
to make the original impetus a controllable force. The
organizations' Reformation energy is now channeled
and discharged without really changing anything. The
historic events are worth remembering and studying- but
without the hoopla of rallies and services, which tend to
be self-congratulating.
THE CURRENT REASON for dropping Lutheran
Reformation observances, at least in America, is that
Lutherans lack credibility on this issue. We just failed a
major test of the denomination in this decade. When a
large part of Lutheranism fell prey to a successful CounterReformation to take things back to "the way they was,"
the Lutheran family-almost ten million of us-proved
unable to deal with the political takeover of that part of
Lutheranism and the subsequent purge of the "protestants"
(protestors, dissidents) in it.
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If Lutherans cannot defend Lutherans
against political purges of faculties,
boards, and pulpits, then we surely
have no saving word or act for anyone else.
If Lutherans cannot defend Lutherans against political
purges of faculties, boards, and pulpits, then we surely
have no saving word or act for anyone else. "Charity
begins at home." No wonder Lutherans have a poor
record in defense of minorities. In fact , Lutheran leader s
draw most criticism from their own white constituents
when they defend "outsiders" like Native Americans
(Indians) . Reformation festivals lull Lutherans into
thinking we are what we are not. We think we are heroes
with Luther. Actually , Lutherans are cowards in matters
of social justice and can be mustered usually only to go
out and get somebody to satisfy atavistic passions.
American Lutherans today are in much the same
positions as Lutherans were in Germany a generation
ago. Sensitive German Lutherans then, unlike some of
their hyphenated relatives in America today, realized
they had nothing to say to Jews about Jesus for at least a
generation-perhaps a century-since no word would
have credibility. Only service to Jewish survivors of the
Holocaust, reparations of a sort, would invite credibility
over a period of time to rescue Lutheran words from
their terrible emptiness in the face of mass atrocity.
Lutherans in America now know how German Lutherans could let it happen. We let fellow Lutherans go
down the drain in a relatively mild church fight. How
could we ever defend Jews, Indians, Blacks, Chicanos,
or any other minority? In place of Reformation blasts,
let us impose a decade of silence upon ourselves to take
stock and reconstruct from within ourselves. Only last
of all should we try to reform our churches (or any
others), for they are the institutions enshrining our own
corporate will-to-power.

THE THEOLOGICAL REASON for opposing Reformation observances is that our reasons for identifying
with the Reformation are not so much theological as
they are political. That is to say, we are more interested
in power than truth. What attracts us to Luther and the
Reformation is not so much the truth of the gospel as
the historic effect of the movement. Luther was a winner.
Rome was the loser. We like winners. We don't like
losers. When we feel like losers, we identify with an
historical winner and want that winning movement to
continue. I suggest that this identification with a powerful
historical movement has more to do with our being
Lutheran than with what motivated Luther to oppose
the church in the name of the gospel.
Luther and the Reformation became powerful historical
forces over 450 years ago. The movement divided the
church and empire. Luther posted ninety-five good theses
for debate, but he lost the trial before the emperor when
the decision made was political rather than theological.
Luther stood as much chance then as any dissident has
14

ever had when challenging the current structures of
power-as much, say, as Shcharansky and Ginzburg had
in Russia last summer. Luther was saved by a powerful
politician who protected hiin. How many Savanarolas
do you know? Savanarola was a reformer, too. But he
founded no denomination because he lost the power
struggle and his life. How many Lutherans would there
be in the world today if Luther had been executed, as
ordered, after the Diet of Worms? To pose the question
is to answer it. The Reformation is now more about
power than about word , even the Word of God. When
do we ever listen to any word when it is out of conjunction
with power?
The very word "Reformation" is a power word. It
occurs only twice in the Bible in a suspect translation
from the Protestant era, the King James Version. In
Leviticus 26:23 it is God who will "reform" (Yasar: instruct,
chastise) his people, "breaking the pride of their power"
by means of foreign enemies. On the face of it, this is not
what we want God to do to us; it is the very pride of
power we seek as Lutherans, and we want our enemies
defeated. In Hebrews 9 :10, outward worship continues
until the "time of reformation" comes (with Christ).
Here diothorsis means "a making thoroughly right" from
the inside out. This, also, is the work of God the Spirit.
It is something by definition that we cannot do to ourselves.
The usual biblical word for what we are supposed to
do is "Repent! Turn around!" Whoever heard of a Lutheran Reformation sermon which began with the first
thesis of Luther's ninety-five theses: "When our Lord
and Master Jesus Christ said 'Repent' (Matthew 4:17), he
willed the entire life of believers to be one of repentance"?
But that is where true reformation begins-with ourselves.
The only power struggle initially is within one's own
self.
This is not what we have in mind initially when we
gather to celebrate the Reformation. We celebrate an
historic victory. We call upon the constituency to keep
the faith, in slogan and doctrines. It is others, not ourselves,
we wish to reform. We justify our separation from other
Christians on the grounds that they are not reformed
enough yet. Since they never will be, by our standards,
we have a built-in perpetual cause to keep us in the
verbal exchange stage of the power struggle with others.
We indulge in the power struggle with others to avoid
repentance, but repentance is the only possible beginning
for any genuine reformation.
To reform something is to change its form back into
what we think it should be. "Reform" is pre-eminently a
word of power and implies our power. Forming something
is what we do with our hands and tools and imaginations
and minds. When we do it verbally-for the "formation
of Christian character," for instance-we condition a
person by means of indoctrination, discipline, training.
Often this is not far from "brainwashing" in which we
produce a conditioned response in people as psychological
subjects. When massed, such people become a statistical
power group. Sociologically, with enough people "speakThe Cresset

ing with one voice" in an authoritarian movement, we
have a "significant influence" in a "pluralistic society"
in which we are not really at home. Institutionally, we
are forever "restructuring" the church and rewriting
constitutions to conform to our current ideology, and
organization for power. We are uncomfortable with "free
forms" in religion, architecture, music, literature, poetry,
drama, politics, institutions, and lifestyles.
Reform tends to become formal , preoccupied with form
rather than substance. In our zeal, we sometimes pound
the substance to pieces, or try to. Or we pound people
who do not do what we want them to do or who do not
agree with our formulations. Thus our Reformation
festivals are rallies to keep enthusiasm high for engaging
in power struggles for the Soul or substance of the
world, no matter what we may do to actual people, even
to those within our own household of faith. Therefore, I
say, we should abandon our Reformation observances
for a while, swear off the power struggle, and get back to
the Word of God which constitutes us as Christians by
the Spirit of Christ.
I do not mean "The Battle for the Bible" or "Crusades
for Christ," two current examples of Protestant unbelief
waging an unnecessary power struggle against unreal
enemies to avoid the enemies within ourselves. I mean
that Word of God which Luther trusted to do its own
work of Reformation in his intense distrust of any
attempted political or military enforcement of God's
will or word . I mean that word of God which came to
Zechariah: "'Not by might, nor by power, but by my
spirit,' says the Lord of Hosts." Our first text for today
should be quite clear in its contrast of God's Spirit with
our lust for might and power.

How many Lutherans would there be
in the world today if Luther
had been executed, as ordered,
after the Diet of Worms?
THE FINAL REASON for abandoning the observance
of Reformation is that in our churches the power struggle
has simply shifted from clerical rivalry to organizing
the laity against the clergy. Since laymen outnumber
clergy (except, perhaps, in the AELC), the laity are
enrolled as voters in the church struggle, which in turn
is reduced to economic warfare by "employers" against
"employees." Pastors and professors are shorn of "divine
calls" and "re-formed" into employees. They are told to
"teach what the church wants taught" and to "fit in" to
whatever people expect of them. If the guiding word in
Lutheranism is a demand for "conformity" and uniformity" or "get out," then no reformation is possible,
let alone repentance. How are pastors to preach "without
fear or favor" in their threatened "bread-and-butter"
situations? If many congregations now have the "word"
which is supposed to "get to" the preacher, what "word"
is he left to preach, except what such congregations will
tolerate? In this situation the Reformation observance
becomes a farce.
October, 1978

One of the favorite Reformation era slogans, especially
with John Calvin, was ecclesia semper reformanda estthe church must always be in process of reformation .
The need for church reform is ongoing. The Council of
Constance, a reform council called into being one hundred
years before the Lutheran Reformation, promulgated
this idea. Constance called for a church council every
ten years, declaring an ecumenical council to be above
the pope in authority. Historically, however, the papacy
was only strengthened after Constance, and Luther was
never granted the council for which he called until his
death. Then the Council of Trent solidified the CounterReformation .
The conciliar idea of church reform was that the
church must be reformed "in head and members." True
Reformation is never symbolic, removing heads only or
shifting church politicians around. Nor is it clerical
domination of the laity. The idea is more akin to the
interior renovation of everyone! Such renewal may
eventuate in changed church structure, but not the other
way around. If there is to be Reformation-not a purge
of clergy or laity-then it must be of this kind in both
head and members by the work of the Holy Spirit.
The Spirit of Christ works through the enlightening
and transforming Word of God in Christians who learn
to love and respect one another as members of the Body
of Christ. Only in such a spirit can any true Reformation
hope to flourish. Otherwise, we shall only divide
Christians, as all church Reformations have done
historically. Divisions are the manifest evidence of power
struggles instead of "seeking to edify one another." Mutual
edification-building each other up-is the only kind of
Reformation Saint Paul understands. He will crucify
his own flesh but not that of others in his zeal for Christ.
Presently the appropriate word of gospel-oriented
Lutheran preachers, professors, and lay people to their
brethren who are up-in-arms in a religionized version
of the Jarvis tax revolt is the word of Jesus himself. It is
our second text for today and our conclusion. It is an
indictment of a whole generation, ours as well as his. It
calls off those whose chief occupation in life appears to
be putting others into a double-bind, and it implies a
possible Reformation observance for us." .. . John came
neither eating nor drinking, and they say: 'He has a
demon.' The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and
they say: 'Behold, a glutten and drunkard, a friend of
tax collectors and sinners!' Yet wisdom is justified by
her children [deeds]."
If you cannot be dissuaded from having a Reformation
festival (it's always hard to break bad habits), then at
least change the style. Take the festival outside the
churches. Go out to dinner with some unlikely people
and have a good time. Pay no attention to what some
church people may say about it. They don't know what
real Reformation is about, anyhow. There is no reason
to let the fault-finders spoil life for you and other outcasts.
Amen.
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VIEWS OF OLD CHICAGO
from the
Sloan Collection of American Paintings,
Valparaiso University
Junius R. Sloan (1827-1900), Wicker Park from West of Leavit
Street, 1878, oil on canvas, 8x l3".

Richard H. W. Brauer
Director of the University Art Galleries

J. Jeffrey Grant (1884·1960), In the Old Neighborhood, oil on canvas, 28x36."
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Junius R. Sloan (1868-1900), DesPlaines River at River Forest. 1878, oil on canvas, 10x17".

Walter Krawiec, Four Eleven Alarm, 1911, oil on canvas, 26 x 36".

October, 1978
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Movies and Guilt:
A Vietnam
Postscript
There was a time, and a very good
time I'm told, when American movies
relieved Americans of their guilt.
Until our time, each movie generation
found films to ease the guilt of its
generation.
I n the 30's, for example, gangster
fi lms consoled Americans shamed by
their economic failures during the
Depression. A poor man like themselves, the movie gangster rose glamorously to fortune and infamy-then
fell in a blast of hot lead. Unemployed
Americans, Studs Terkel teaches us
in Hard Times, felt personally responsible for their failures to find
work during the Depression, and they
gladly went to see the movie gangster
affirm the American Dream for them
again and again. He found work all
right, and he proved once more that
America is the land of upward
mobility-bulging bankrolls, bootleg
booze, b lack Packards, platinum
b londes, and a penthouse at the top
of the world.
But the gangster's success also cost
him his life. Typically another gutsy
gangster on his way up took him
down, rat-a-tat-tat. Gangster films
hammered home the story that success
i n America is lonely, dangerous, and
u ltimately deadly. For the first ninety
percent of the movie the unemployed
Richard Lee is Editor of the Cresset.
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American could fantasize the entrepreneurial success he was ashamed
he had not achieved, and for the last
ten percent of the movie he was
greatly relieved he had not in fact
attained such calamitous success.
Gangster films preached that it is
better to be a poor, live dog than a
rich, dead lion, and these popular
sermons partially eased the guilt one
felt for failing to make it during the
Depression. One left his neighborhood Bijoux free, even glad, to be a
failure-in a society which could still
be affirmed as the land of opportunity.
Movies once worked such charms.
In the 40's, Americans eased their
consciences through war movies.
Second world War films especially
relieved troubled social consciences
over the unresolved problems of the
Depression. In war movies America
was wondrously without prejudice
or injustice against class, race, religion, region, or ethnic origin, and
every able-bodied man found work
at last.
Hollywood recruited movie brigades of healthy young Americansoften balanced to include, roughly,
one black, one redneck, one Iowa
farm boy, one bespectacled school
teacher, one comic Italian, one urban
J ew, and one Irish Catholic priestand sent them against the most loathesome caricatures of the enemy. An
idealized America fought the war in
the movies, and it was clearly an
America morally worth giving one's
life and death. War movies drew forth
the best in the America soul and
suppressed the rest; whatever antagonisms erupted in the All-American
brigades were quickly reconciled in
their common devotion to victory
over the Nazis and Japs. Red-blooded
wholesomeness was set against the
decadent and the effete. Would you
trust men who wore monocles or ceremonially drank green tea?
A conventional way to ease a movie
audience's guilt is to offer up a more
guilty enemy. (In 40's movie westerns
one scalping turned the Indians into
culpable invaders of the innocent white

man's land.) American war film s
delivered the good cheer that American social guilt was less than German
and Japanese social guilt, and these
movies warmly fired national morale.
Relief of this kind, though temporary,
is genuine-and it could ease the
audience from Saturday night at the
movies into Sunday morning at church.
There, presumably, one learns to love
his enemy.
In the 50's, westerns shrove Americans of the guilt of that conformist
generation. Westerns in all generations typically resolve the tension
between the individual and society
and especially the tension between
individual freedom and social conformity. The western hero is a free
and exceptional man-but lonely if
not also a loner. Society is comfortably sociable and safe, but it compromises one's personal freedom and
excellence. Many movie westerns ,
especially in the 50's, resolve this
conflict by making the western hero
into the savior of society. The movies
thus affirm both the value of the hero's
freedom and excellence and the value
of the community's sociability and
safety. He attains the dignity of a
savior, and civilization (a town, ranch,
farm, woman) is affirmed to be worth
saving.
The lonely western hero is finally
admitted to the community not because he is ordinary but because he
is extraordinary. Usually he has
some extraordinary prowess with
guns, or knowledge of wilderness lore,
or savvy with Indians, or skill at
whatever is foreign to civilization but
necessary to save it. Uncivilized
adolescents of all ages at the movies
could fantasize th·at they were the
saviors of society even as they in fact
meekly entered the bland, conformist
America of the 50's. After a burst of
gunfire which saved society and
earned your place in it, you hung
up your guns and put on a grey
flannel suit.
The rugged individualist of an
earlier America was becoming increasingly dysfunctional in corporate
The Cresset

America of the 50's, and the new/old
western rituals helped him nestle into
his niche. If you were in the audience
then, you were sweetly beguiled to
believe that the free and exceptional
man bears the burden of saving civilization and then settles down. If the
rite is right, movies can persuade us
that mass society is for heroes.
These familiar film rituals, and
many more, are largely gone from
the American screen. Since the late
60's our better films have been less
formulaic, less liturgical, less catharticand thus less capable of relieving our
guilt. In the early 70's a towering
inferno of disaster films offered outlets
for anger against acts of God and
technocratic man , and in the late 70's
close encounters with a few glittering
science fiction films offered the fascination of human apotheosis. But
no new film genre has appeared to
ease the particular guilt of the Vietnam
generation of Americans. There are
no new rituals like the gangster, war,
and western films which eased the
consciences of our blessed fathers. For
better or worse, our movies have gone
modern.

One is misguided to seek
a national conscience
on the Vietnam war
in the same way one could
find a national conscience
during the Depression
and World War II.

Films about Vietnam are now psychologically safe enough to make a
half dozen years after America's defeat
and rout. But the first films about
Vietnam-Heroes, The Boys in Company C, Coming Home, Who 'll Stop the
Rain?, and possibly Apocalypse Now
which is not yet in its final cut-do
not offer fresh rituals to cleanse our
guilt.
October, 1978

Right and left, there is guilt aplenty
in America over Vietnam. The nagging guilt for the ordinary American
who goes to the movies, however, is
guilt over the defeat itself. That shameful rout sticks in his craw more than
any guilt over the righteousness of
our conduct in the war.
True, many Americans live in moral
comfort outside their national history
and are only drawn into it in times of
crisis. One is misguided to seek a
national conscience on the Vietnam
war in the same way one could find a
national conscience during the Depression and World War II. The most
prevalent myth in which many Americans now live is the myth of deception.
This myth explains that they were
deceived by lying, venal leaders who
perpetrated the war upon them and
their sons. Had they but known the
truth, the myth further explains, their
wisdom would have prevailed. This
myth, however, does not resolve guiltit only focuses anger-and it ~s too
simple and too false to structure good
movies. The myth of deception only
supports our cretinous disaster movies
which explain our calamities by blaming them on our leaders who sacrifice
us to their pride, sloth, and greed. It
won't wash on Vietnam.
I don't know if the Vietnam generation will find films to help relieve its
guilt, nor am I sure it would be
altogether desirable. I suspect, however, that the defeat in Vietnam must
be ritually purged if some measure
of national health is to be regained,
and I suggest that movies can play a
part in that purging if they will.
Guilt over that defeat touches the
veteran most acutely, and, to their
credit, all the current films about
Vietnam try to face his condition
squarely. To some small degree ,
therefore, these films may help the
veteran in one respect: they return to
consciousness the decisive experience
of his generation which the rest of
society is trying to forget. One cannot
work through his guilt if others deny
the very experience in which one
earned his guilt.

One cannot work through
his guilt if others deny
the very experience
in which one earned
his guilt.

These movies, however, only return
us to the Vietnam experience; they
do not purge the guilt in any engaging
ritual or disguise the guilt in a story
which eases it. And without such a
story one still feels guilty and is unable
to focus, name, and pass over his guilt.
Is the veteran feeling guilty of foolishness forgoing to war at all? Guilty
of his hatred for those who did not?
Guilty of the common "wasting" of
civilians for "body counts?" Guilty
that he survived when his buddies
died? Guilty of his joy in the killing?
Guilty of his resentment that no
monument marks the valor of his
generation in the public square?
Guilty that he cannot put the war
behind him as many well-meaning
friends counsel him to do? Guilty
that he "let his country down"? Guilty
that he does not feel guilty? Guilty
because he is the new American albatross?
This critic is not a clergyman, psychoanalyst, or-more importantly-a
veteran, and he has doubtlessly oversimplified the veteran's guilt. But it
is reasonably clear to me as a moviegoer (possibly one who lives the
Kierkegaardian aesthetic stage of life
if Walker Percy and Tracy Kenyon
Lischer are right elsewhere in this
issue) that the kinds of guilt which
earlier movies purged find no purgation in the current films on Vietnam .
The Boys in Company Cnostalgically
returns us to the conventions of World
War II movies, but that ritual anwers
questions no one is seriously asking.
Heroes is a schlocky Henry Winkler
vehicle which tries, unsuccessfully,
to employ the conventional love-of. a-good-woman to overcome a veteran's
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neurosis. Who'll Stop the Rain? is a
commendable film, but it takes us
quickly from the horrors of war into
the Vietnam veteran's own frequent
antidote, drug trafficking, and then
descends still further into underworld
violence. Coming Home again offers
one veteran, a paraplegic, the loveof-a-good-woman to overcome his
rage and offers another veteran, her
husband, a cooling-and putatively
symbolic- plunge into the Pacific for
his pains.
None of these films-good as two
are-finds a ritual way of easing the
guilt of the Vietnam defeat. If we
need such a rite, especially for the
veteran, it might be a rite in which:
(1) one or more of a community
become "outsiders" because they
feel they have failed in some undertaking of the community, preferably
some violent act of great horror;
(2) the community directly experiences some similar or equivalent
act of violence and horror and discovers that the task they gave the
"outsiders" was (a) morally wrong,
(b) tactically impossible, or (c) too
costly and better left undone;
(3) the "outsiders" are now seen to
possess special resources for bearing
up under the horrors and violence
the community has lately experienced for itself;
(4) the "outsiders" ~re brought back
into the community and cherished
as special witnesses to the truth the
community has learned;
(5) the "outsiders" become "insiders" again as their old feelings
of guilt over their failures are
gradually displaced by new feelings
of pride in their special status in
the community;
(6) the felt failures of the "outsiders"
are turned into the commended
achievements of"insiders," and the
community comes to itself by meeting the best of itself in those whom
it alienated.
The whole rite should contain not
one single reference to Vietnam, and
the stories would preferably be set in
the distant past or far future.

Lawn Care
This ever springing green defies us
tricks us with her wiles and tries us
hides her earthy smiles at toil and sweat
secret grows with any slightest touch
of wet or brightness to her skin
bides her easy time until that day
she throws her final heavy blanket
over all our eager efforts.
"All flesh is grass," we say
praying the reaper's blade
will lightly pass across our turf.

J . Barrie Shepherd

Screenwriters are invited to apply.
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BOOKS
Religious Themes
In Science Fiction

Review
Essay
Ronald J. Sommer
In recent years Science Fiction has,
to some extent, emerged from the
literary ghetto and attained a measure
of critical, even academic, respectability. In part this is because Science
Fiction as a genre has matured . No
longer are we limited to the super
heroics of Flash Gordon, invasions
by Bug Eyed Monsters (known in the
trade as BEMs), or salvation of the
world from a variety of disasters by a
wild eyed scientist who creates a
marvelous thingamabob out of an old
tinker toy set. Certainly, such stories
are still written and serve much the
same purpose as a Max Brand western
or Agatha Christie mystery; they allow
us-even if only for a short time-to
step out of our own lives and into a
world of romance and adventure .
But more Science Fiction goes beyond romantic escape and brings us
back to a heightened view of our own
reality. More and more Science Fiction
asks us to question our own lives and
values in an increasingly complicated
world. For example, to what extent

Ronald J. Sommer studied at the Yale
School of Drama and Brown University
and holds his Ph.D from Indiana University . Although his teaching specialization
at Valparaiso University is the English
Renaissance, Mr. Sommer also widely
pursues his interest in all forms offantasy
by collecting classic silent films, reading
science fiction , and mounting annual
productions of Medieval morality play s
for the University Chapel.
October, 1978

does gender form our attitudes, our
mores, the very roles we play in
society?-read Ursala LeGuin's Left
Hand of Darkness. What might happen
to society if we continue to reproduce
and consume without regard to the
fact that we live in a finite eco-system?read John Brunner's Stand on Zanzibar
or The Sheep Look Up. What might
happen to us if we increasingly place
our faith in technological "miracles"
and neglect human values?-read
John Hersey's The Child Buyer.
Modern Science Fiction is strongly
humanistic in that its emphasis is not
on science or technology, but on
human reaction to science and technology. Much of modern Science
Fiction is highly moral in that it forces
us to ask questions about ourselves,
our actions and beliefs.
I appear to have made some rather
extravagant claims for the genre. I
would not claim that Science Fiction
offers cures for all the problems of
today's (or tomorrow's) society. I do
hope , however, to make a few converts
of those who equate this literature
with lurid comic books and adolescent
daydreaming.
I now step off my soapbox and turn
to the subject suggested by the ti tie of
this review essay. In spite of the fact
that Science Fiction writers often deal
with complex problems of morals and
mores, relatively few of them have
approached overtly religious themes
in any but an oblique fashion. In
Huxley's Brave New World, Mustapha
Mond merely dismisses religion as
unnecessary in a utopia. Kurt Vonnegut creates a religion, Bokononism,
in Gat's Cradle, but the tenets of this
religion are not central to the novel
itself. Roger Zelazny experiments with
a character patterned after the Buddha
in Lord of Light, and in Creatures of
Light and Darkness he makes his characters correspond to the ancient Egyptian deities. Even in these works any
treatment of religion or of religious
themes is purely coincidental.
Many writers merely ignore religion
as a factor in their future societies.
Others are actively hostile. Robert
Heinlein, for example, frequently
equates religion with the institution
of the church, and in his view any

institution stifles the qualities of individualism he appears to prize so
highly. The following is merely one
observation from one typical Heinlein
hero: "History does not record any
where at any time a religion that has
any rational basis. Religion is a crutch
for people not strong enough to stand
up to the unknown without help. But,
like dandruff, most people do have a
religion and spend time and money
on it and seem to derive considerable
pleasure from fiddling with it." 1 Even
the author's creation of a humanized
"martian religion" in Stranger in a
Strange Land is merely a front for the
hero's true activities.
What is seldom seen is that book or
story in which an examination of our
religious beliefs is a central thematic
concern. Yet Science Fiction, as a
literary genre that portrays char.ge
in society and the effects of change
upon society, would seem to be an
ideal vehicle for an exploration of
religious belief and a chance for the
author to say something about the
role of belief in man's life. How will
the essentially unchanging tenets of
Christianity face the challenge of a
constantly changing society? Will a
changing society bring man closer to
God or make God a stranger? Is
Christianity itself strong enough to
weather the constant challenge of
change? As man's life becomes ever
more complex, what kind of God does
he want or need?
The following is a review of three
works by two authors for whom religious themes or ideas are crucial.
The first, Walter M. Miller, Jr. , writes
in the mainstream of orthodox Christianity. The second writer, Arthur C.
Clarke, disavows organized religions
in his stories; yet his two novels under
consideration contain common motifs
which are, in effect, deeply religious .

A Canticle for Leibowitz
Imagine that near the end of the
twentieth century the delicate balance
of nuclear powers will tip and t!l.at
there will be a holocaust which decimates the earth. Call it the Flame
'Robert Heinlein , Tim e Enough For Love
(New Yo rk : Berkley, 1974), pp. 241-42 .
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Deluge. Imagine further that in the
aftermath of war the survivors turn
on their leaders, their scientists, indeed
all their intellectuals, and destroy
them, plunging the world into an era
of ignorance and savagery. Call this
the Great Simplification. This is the
background for Miller's A Canticle for
Leibowitz ( 1959), a post-holocaust to
new-holocaust novel divided into
three sections: "Fiat Homo, "Fiat Lux,"
and "Fiat Voluntas Tua." In this work
Miller not only explores the continuing greatness-and perversity-of
human nature but also poses some
difficult questions about the uses of
faith and knowledge.
All three sections of the novel take
place in or near the monastery of the
Albertian order of Saint Leibowitz.
Leibowitz had been a scientist who, at
the end of the war, convinced the
Church that whatever scientific knowledge remaining must be preserved
for the future. He became a monk,
founded the order dedicated to this
act of preservation, and was finally
martyred by an angry mob because
he had once been a scientist.
The first section, "Fiat Homo,"
begins some six hundred years after
the war. The world is still in a Dark
Ages period and little notes the work
of the brothers of the Blessed Leibowitz
(beatified but not yet canonized), who
continue to preserve what little knowle dge still remains. "It mattered not
at all to them that the knowledge they
saved was useless, that much of it was
not really knowledge now, was as inscrutable to the monks in some instances as it would be to an illiterate
wild-boy from the hills; this knowledge was empty of content, its subject
matter long since gone. Still, such
knowledge has a symbolic structure
that was peculiar to itself, and at least
the symbol-interplay could be observed. To observe the way a knowledge system is knit together is to
learn at least a minimum knowledgeof-knowledge, until someday-someday,
or some century- an Integrator would
come, and things would be fitted together again."2
' Walter M . Miller, Jr. A Canticle for
Leibowitz (New York: Bantam, 1961), p. 55.
Further citations indicated in text.
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While observing Easter vigil in the
desert, a novice of the order, Brother
Francis (one of the most delightful
naifs in Science Fiction) accidentally
uncovers the remains of a buried fallout shelter. Inside he discovers a
blueprint and other papers apparently
written by Leibowitz himself. Although
the discovery creates a sensation and
leads to the final declaration of Sainthood for Leibowitz, this is not the
main thrust of the story. This section
concentrates on the monk's life of
faith and particularly the daily trials
of Francis, first as novice , then as
monk-but always terrified of his
abbot. (Francis has a tendency to faint
when nervous, and the abbot always
makes him nervous.)

But, like dandruff,
most people
do have a religion
and spend time
and money on it
and seem to derive
considerable pleasure
from fiddling with it."
-Robert Heinlein

After his ordination, Francis spends
his time in the copy room, duplicating
documents by hand (the printing
press has not yet been rediscovered)
for preservation . As a special spare
time project he devotes fifteen years
working on an illuminated copy of
the blueprint he had found in the
fallout shelter. Francis himself has
no idea what the blueprint means,
but he dedicates himself to the project
as an act of veneration for Leibowitz.
It is an act of faith , that the mysterious
blueprint, "Transistorized Control
System for Unit Six-B ," has some
meaning which will be of use someday.
Finally the Church bestows sainthood on Leibowitz, and Francis is
invited to New Rome (somewhere
on the eastern seaboard of the U.S.)
for the investiture. He embarks on
the dangerous journey, taking with
him both the original blueprint and
his beautifully illuminated copy as
gifts to the Pope . But on the trip he

is waylaid by robbers who steal the
copy, mistaking it for the original
relic. It is not the theft of the copy
that disturbs Francis so much but
the robber chiefs contemptuous dismissal of fifteen years of the little
monk's work. "Fifteen years! So that's
what you do over there. Fifteen years!
What a woman's work." (85-86) But
in a private audience, the Pope justifies Francis' dedication and faith:
"Those years were spent to preserve
this original. Never think of them as
wasted. Offer them to God." (92)
Heartened by the Pope's words Francis
begins the long journey home. On
the way he is murdered by the same
robbers.
The story of Francis is the story of
perseverance and faith in the middle
of a savage, degraded world. Faith
not only in God , but faith in the future
of humanity. Is such faith justified?
"Fiat Lux" takes up the story six
hundred years after Francis' death.
The world outside the monastery has
begun to gear up, as it were. Political
states have begun to form (with all
their rivalries), and there is a rekindled
interest in science. To the monastery
comes Thon Taddeo, a secular scientist, who wishes to examine the preserved documents (the Memorabilia)
and to see if they may offer any help
in his own researches. The Thon is
chagrined to learn that his work has
only been a rediscovery of the ancient
science. Even more damaging to his
ego is the fact that one of the monks
has gone beyond Taddeo's own theoretical work and has created a crude,
but workable, source of electric light.
Nevertheless Thon Taddeo pursues
his study of the Memorabilia, excited
by the wealth of information.
One evening, at a dinner given in
his honor by the monks, Thon Taddeo
gives them his vision of the future.
"Tomorrow, a new prince shall rule.
Men of understanding, men of science
shall stand behind his throne, and
the universe will come to know his
might. His name is Truth. His empire
shall encompass the earth. And 'the
mastery of man over the Earth shall
be renewed." (175) There is one thing
lacking in Thon Taddeo's vision. His
man of science, while serving ''Truth,"
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will ignore the question of moral responsibility . Thon Taddeo and his
kind will make the discoveries and
offer them to their leaders; their
leaders will choose how to use these
discoveries, whether for good or ill.
Thon Taddeo's interest lies only in
the advancement of knowledge; he
refuses to acknowledge any role in
the responsible use of that knowledge.
The confrontations between Thon
Taddeo (the man of science) and the
monastery's Abbot (the man of faith)
provide the crucial argument in "Fiat
Lux." The Abbot properly condemns
the scientist for his denial of responsibility; but the scientist also attacks
the monks for withholding the knowledge they possess from the world.
"If you try to save wisdom until the
world is wise, Father, the world will
never have it." (185) The confrontation
ends in stalemate; each man respects
the other, but neither fully understands the other. If there is a middle
ground between these two positions,
the author does not spell it out. That
task he leaves to the reader.
In the last section of the novel, "Fiat
Voluntas Tua," another six hundred
years have passed. Civilization and
science have again risen to a high
point of development. There are ships
to the stars, and there are nuclear
bombs. The monastery still stands in
what was once its desert location , but
by now it is surrounded and dwarfed
by the ultimate work of man, the megalopolis. The secular world has taken
over.
As the world teeters on the edge of
another holocaust, the Church begins
to put its own emergency plan into
effect. A starship is being prepared
to take a group of colonists and priests,
along with the Liebowitzian Memorabilia, to another planet, in another
solar system in order to make a fresh
start.
In this section of the novel there is
again a confrontation between a man
of science, Doctor Cors, and a man of
faith, the present Abbot of the monastery. After the first bomb falls, the
doctor sets up a treatment camp near
the monastery, a camp which includes
euthanasia facilities for extreme radiation cases. To the doctor, pain is the
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greatest evil, and he cannot understand the Abbot's resistance to the
camp. The Abbot himself tries to talk
a young mother out of taking her
child to the camp and tries to explain
how, in his view, the child's pain is
necessary. "It is not the pain that is
pleasing to God, child. It is the soul's
endurance in faith and hope and love
in spite of bodily afflictions that pleases
Heaven. Pain is like negative temptation. God is not pleased by temptations that afflict .the flesh; He is pleased
when the soul arises above temptation and says, 'Go Satan."' (260) The
girl refuses to listen, however, and
submits herself and her child to euthanasia.

"To observe the way
a knowledge system
Is knit together
is to learn
at least a minimum
knowledge-of-knowledge,
until someday ...
an integrator
would come ....
-Walter M. Miller, Jr.

Perhaps the crux of the novel
appears in the character of Mrs. Grales
(a pun on grail?), the "old tumater
woman," a mutant with two heads .
The first head is that of Mrs. Grales
herself; the second, growing out of
her shoulder, has the face of a young
girl, named Rachel by Mrs. Grales.
Although Rachel has never been
animate, there is a suggestion that as
the new holocaust approaches, she is
beginning to awaken. She appears to
one of the monks in a dream, saying,
"I am the Immaculate Conception."
(228) In confession the old woman
shocks the Abbot by suggesting that
not only does she need forgiveness of
God, but she needs to offer forgiveness to God for making her as she
was: "Mayn't and old tumater woman
forgive Him just a little for His Justice?
Afor I be asking His shriv'ness on
me?" (267)

Then the bombs fall. Pinned in the
rubble of the Church, the Abbot hears
a voice singing. Mrs. Grales has died
in the explosion, but Rachel is alive.
She refuses baptism from the Abbot
and, instead, offers him the last Sacrament. As he dies, he looks into
Rachel's eyes and sees there a preternatural innocence. "The image of those
cool green eyes lingered with him as
long as life. He did not ask why God
would choose to raise up a creature
of primal innocence from the shoulder
of Mrs. Grales, or why God gave to it
the preternatural gifts of Eden- those
gifts which Man had been trying to
seize by brute force again from Heaven
since first he lost them. He had seen
Primal innocence in those eyes, and
a promise of resurrection." (276-77)
A promise of resurrection, yes; but
will the promise ever by fulfilled?
Will the colonists to a new world build
another civilization, a better one? Will
Rachel inhabit a purified world, or is
she merely an ironic symbol of innocence in the midst of destruction,
innocence come too late? Is man
forever doomed to repeat the cycle,
to rise Phoenixlike from the ashes of
destruction, to elevate himself to greatness once more? Is he doomed because he forgets his God? What is the
role of faith in a secular world? Must
we, like Mrs. Grales, learn to forgive
God as he forgives us? These are a
few of the questions Miller asks us in
Canticle for Leibowitz.

Childhood's End
Arthur C. Clarke is one of Science
Fiction's most famous and widely read
authors. In many of his novels he
suggests that man's advancement will
be accompanied by a decline of organized religions, that perfection of knowledge will obviate the need for supernatural deities. Yet he· writes of the
future of humanity with such optimism, such salvationist fervor, that it
is not inappropriate to call him a
mystic, or "religious," writer. A brief
examination or two of his most famous
novels, Childhood's End ( 1953) and 2001:
A Space Odyssey (1968), may help to
explain this claim. Both novels are
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similar in that they deal with man's
evolution; but in both novels man
needs and is given extraterrestrial
aid in his development.
Childhood's End opens with a brief
prologue concerning the race for space
between the two great superpowers.
The race is abruptly ended as huge
space ships descend from the sky and
the realization comes that "the human
race was no longer alone."3 The earth
becomes a protectorate of the Overlords, who bring an end to national
rivalries, poverty, crime, all the ills
that are man's inheritance. In short,
they offer Utopia. But not all men
willingly accept the Overlord's guidance and gifts. The leader of the
Overlords, Karellan, suggests why so
many men fear them. "They know
that we represent reason and science,
and, however confident they may be
in their beliefs, they fear that we will
overthrow their gods. . . . Believe
me, it gives us no pleasure to destroy
men's faiths, but all the world's religions cannot be right, and they know
it. Sooner or later man has to learn
the truth: but that time is not yet."
(23)

For fifty years the Overlords remain
aloof, unseen, guiding humanity
through human intermediaries, who
themselves never see the Overlords.
Finally the day comes when Karellan
reveals himself to a curious humanity.
The ship lands and Karellan asks that
two children come inside. In a few
moments he exits with the children.
"There was no mistake. The leathery
wings, the little horns, the barbed
tail-all were there. The most terrific
of all legends had come to life , out of
the unknown past. Yet now it stood
smiling, in ebon majesty, with the
sunlight gleaming upon its tre mendous body, and with a human child
resting trustfully on either arm." (68)
Daringly, perhaps blasphemously to
some, Clarke invokes the image of
Christ and the little children and
transfers it to Karellan, the physical
embodiment of Satan. (Later in the
novel Clarke explains that man's fear
-'A rthur C. Clarke, Childhoods End (New
York: Ballantine, 1974), p. II. Further citations
indicated in text.
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of the devil figure is due to a kind of
racial precognition ; mankind had
subconsciously known that in the
future Karellan and his kind would
be responsible in part for the end of
humanity as it presently exists. Hence,
the image and legend of the Great
Enemy.)

As the final change takes place, there
is one human being- left on earth to
witness the event. The earth itself is
beginning to dissolve in order to
provide power for the transformation.
The last man reports his impressions
to the Overlords as their ship leaves
the solar system:
It's only a few seconds away. There go
the mountains, like wisps of smoke. Good-

"Believe me, it gives us no
pleasure to destroy men's
faiths, but a// the world's
religions cannot be right,
and they know it."
-Arthur C. Clarke

Luckily, Karellan has prepared
mankind more carefully than Clarke
had prepared his readers, and, under
the guardianship of the Overlords,
earth enjoys a golden age of contentment. One of the Overlord's gifts is
an instrument that allows one to view
the past, a gift that precipitates one of
the most profound changes of all- the
destruction of all organized religions.
"Within a few days, all mankind's
multitudinous messiahs had lost their
divinity. Beneath the fierce and passionless light of truth, faiths that had
sustained millions for twice a thousand
years vanished like morning dew ... .
Humanity had lost its ancient gods:
now it was old enough to have no
need for new ones." (75)
Earth is a utopia, but even utopias
have an end. The end comes as the
human beings find that their children
are changing, taking the next step up
the evolutionary ladder, leaving their
parents behind. The people of earth
learn that Karellan and the Overlords
are not masters but only servants of a
cosmic consciousness (Clarke provides
no better definition) which the Overlords call the Overmind. This Overmind is perfect awareness and intelligence, and all races that successfully
mature cast off their own identity to
merge with this entity. For lack of
better terminology, one might say
they become one with what Clarke
might call God.

by Karellan, Rashaverak-I am sorry for
you. Though I cannot understand it, I've
seen what my race has become. Everything
we ever achieved has gone up there into the
stars. Perhaps that's what the old religions
were trying to say. But they got it all wrong:
they thought mankind was so important,
yet we're only one race in-do you know
how many? Yet now we've become something
that you could never be.
There goes the river. No change in the
sky, though. I can hardly breathe. Strange
to see the Moon still shining up there. I'm
glad they left it, but it will be lonely nowThe light! From beneath me-inside the
Earth -shin ing upward, through the rocks,
the ground, everything-growing brighter,
brighter, blinding- (217)

The whole tone of the passage suggests
awe, even ecstasy. The union of the
children of man with the Overmind
can be described only in terms of a
mystic apotheosis, a union not with
the Christian God but with what
Clarke must envision as something
very close to Godhead.

2001: A Space Odyssey
Although200l: A Space Odyssey was
published fifteen years after Childhood's
End, there are some interesting parallels. 2001 covers an incredible time
span-from pre-history to the twentyfirst century. In the beginning of the
novel, the first hominids are struggling
for survival and very nearly losing
that struggle. Suddenly a crystal
monolith appears in their midst. It is
a teaching machine placed there by
extraterrestrials. The hominids are
tested for intelligence and adaptability,
then taught what they need to know
in order to survive: How to make
weapons, how to hunt, how to kill.
The apparent point is that without
the intervention of the extraterrestrials , the hominids would perish.
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Unable to help themselves, they are
helped by an external power, a power
that must seem godlike to the hominids.
The eons pass quickly and mankind
flourishes. He is man the inventor;
he invents tools, languages-and
religion. "And he peopled the sky,
not altogether inaccurately, with
gods." 4 Man also invented weapons
for protection-and aggression; and
by the beginning of the twenty-first
century, "he was living on borrowed
time." (37)
The "modern" portion of the novel
begins as Dr. Heywood Floyd is being
sent on a special mission to the Moon
to investigate a mystery. Moon scientists have discovered an artifact that
appears to be over three million years
old. During his trip Dr. Floyd muses
about earth's present situation: overpopulation, food shortages, the almost
constant threat of nuclear war and
annihilation. Once on the Moon Dr.
Floyd and the other scientists attempt
to examine the artifact they have discovered. It is, in fact, a monolith
similar to the one that had been
planted among the hominids eons
ago. As the scientists examine the
monolith, it sudrlenly emits a sound,
a signal beamed toward outer space.
Is it only coincidental that the monolith should be discovered, that it
should "announce" its discovery at a
point in time when the human race
is facing another period of crisis that
could lead to destruction?
Much of the rest of the novel
adheres closely to the film. Most
readers are probably already familiar
with the adventures of Poole and
Bowman aboard the spaceship Discovery and their struggle for survival
against the computer, Hal. In this
struggle, of course, Bowman is the
only survivor, and he continues alone
to discover the destination of the
signal from the moon monolith. What
the film omits, however, are Bowman's thoughts on his lonely journey.
One passage in the novel is especially

•Arthur C. Clarke, 2001: A Space Odyssey
(New York: New American Library, 1968), p.
36. Further citations indicated in text.
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relevant to what Clarke is building
up to. Bowman muses about man's
technological progress and technology's ability to free man from his
physical environment, perhaps eventually even his physical body.
And eventually even the brain might go.
As the seat of consciousness, it was not
essential; the development of electronic
intelligence; had proved that. The conflict
between mind and machine might be resolved
at last in the eternal truce of complete
symbiosis ....
But was even this the end? A few mystically
inclined biologists went still further. They
speculated, taking their cues from the beliefs
of many religions, that mind would eventually free itself from matter. The robot
body, like the flesh-and-blood one, would
be no more than a stepping stone to
something which, long ago, men had called
'spirit.'
And if there was anything beyond that,
its name could only be God.

Finally Bowman enters the "Stargate" and is transported to the heart
of a sun. Here the unseen extraterrestrials remold his body and mind,
and Bowman is reborn as the Star
Child, possibly the next step up the
evolutionary ladder for mankind. The
end of the novel is somewhat ambiguous as the Star Child returns to
earth. Of course, the very name of
Star Child is suggestive of a new
Messiah come to offer salvation to
mankind.
The relationship between Clarke's
two novels is apparent. Both deal
with a vision of man's evolution. Both
express a somewhat mystic version
of apotheosis. Rather similar to Christian writers, Clarke suggests that man
cannot achieve "salvation" through
his own efforts, that he needs direction
from a superior being. But whereas
the Christian looks to God for this
aid, Clarke creates his extraterrestrials. Although he disavows man's
religions in his novels, he still seems
driven by an impulse to believe in
something supernal. It is as if Clarke
· were trying to create a "rational"
religion for modern technological
man.

Dostoevsky in Russian
and World Theatre
By Vladimir Seduro. The Christopher
Publishing House: North Quincy, Massachusetts, 1977. Pp. 435. Cloth. $17.50

Amidst the apparent surge of
Dostoevsky scholarship, one rather
esoteric yet fascinating volume has
attracted my attention- Dostoevsky in
Russian and World Theatre by Vladimir
Seduro. The work is "rather esoteric"
because one does not generally think
of Dostoevsky as a dramatist. True,
the word "dramatic" has frequently
been applied to his novels-or, at
least, to scenes in the novels- but
this is usually an emotional rather
than a generic evaluation. Seduro,
however, does a thorough job in
establishing the inherent dramatic
and theatrical nature of Dostoevsky's
novels. My personal bias, as a theatre
person and student of drama, has
led me to abhor most contemporary
adaptations for the stage of any work
not written with this medium as the
primary focus. Here, nevertheless,
the point is made that "with rare
exceptions all rather outstanding
works of Russian literature-novels,
novellas, short stories, fables, and
poems-undergo, in some form, the
process of dramatization or adaptation
and regularly turn up on the stage."
It is obvious that the great theatrical
success enjoyed by Turgenev and
Tolstoy comes from stage adaptations
of their novels rather than from plays
they wrote. Tolstoy's War and Peace,
Anna Karenina, and Resurrection are
presented in theatres and on television around the world. However,
I have seen two productions of War
and Peace and have found them both
doomed to failure because of the
impossible difficulties of adapting this
grandiose work to the stage. Professor
Seduro does a very commendable
job in establishing the dramatic nature
and theatrical feasibility of Dostoevsky's novels. In fact, his first chapter,
"The Novel and Drama: On the
Question of Dramatizing Narrative
Works," is an admirable essay on the
general problems one faces in changing genres.
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Dramatic action, which is supplied by the narrative commentary and analysis, here encompasses the whole content and
reveals its origins in the very
deepest principles of Dostoevsky's novelistic art. The decisive
factor for the dramatic form in
Dostoevsky's novels was the construction of the very artistic idea
as an intense struggle of different
visions of the world, of contrasting and mutually exclusive principles of perception of life, of
different psychological modes
engendered by distinct characters.
An interesting biographical section
of this book traces Dostoevsky's inclination toward the dramatic form
from his childhood throughout his
life. His personal interest in theatre
and attraction to performing gave
him a good sense of the limitations
and possibilities of the medium. It is
then pointed out that a basic property
of Dostoevsky's artistic visioT1 of the
world is that he viewed things spatially rather than chronologically. His
" . ... heroes appear at once outside
historical, biographical, and, putting
it another way, epic time. They spring
from him, leap across space and time,
across the laws of being and reason
to stop only on those spots for which
their hearts yearn .... " While one
may put the label "psychological
realism" on Dostoevsky's writing in
general, there is a strong dreamlike
quality to his composition which lends
itself, in my opinion, to an almost
surrealistic or expressionistic manifestation in terms of images and ideas.
Dostoevsky's incredible imagination
and deep perception into the souls
of his characters is seen not only in
the action his characters take, but
the very way in which the action is
structured and delineated. The chapter entitled "Scenic Collisions and
Theatrical Technique" is especially
fine in showing how Dostoevsky
blends the dramatic and the narrative.
Seduro convincingly supports the
thesis that "Dostoevsky created a
narrative genre that was unknown
before him, the genre of the noveltragedy or the novel-drama."
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A good portion of the book traces
in great detail practically every adaptation of any work by Dostoevsky
produced in any notable theatre in
the world. When the theatre happens
to be a major one such as the Moscow
Art Theatre or the national theatres
of Rumania, Poland, Finland, Sweden,
etc. , this can be quite interesting,
particularly to a person directly
involved in play-writing and/or directing. It does become a bit tedious,
however, when minor companies and
unknown actors occupy considerable
space in the relentless pursuit of
thorough scholarship. Coupled with
the details of characterization, setting,
performance, and the like, are interesting sections on how the actors and
directors developed the spiritual
aspect of Dostoevsky's novels/dramas
in relationship to the socio-political
atmosphere of the times. It is fascinating, for instance, to read of the
problems encountered by the Moscow
Art Theatre in expressing the spirituality of The Brothers Karamazov in
non-theological terms to fit with the
post-revolution Soviet ideology .
It is difficult to say for whom this
book was intended but it would
certainly provide an interesting dimension for anyone teaching Dostoevsky as literature and for anyone
in theatre history or for one contemplating directing a play based
on one of Dostoevsky's works. Vladimir Seduro is recognized for his
studies on Dostoevsky. He is the
author of 12 books and 330 articles
and has received considerable recognition for his achievments in Dostoevsky studies. Therefore, it is no
surprise that Dostoevsky in Russian
and World Theatre is a work of meticulous scholarship. It is presented
in a handsomely illustrated volume
with excellent notes and a useful
index . I would suppose that the
dramatic genius of Dostoevsky will
continue to be revealed in new facets
as the theatre continues to rediscover
its unique potential in contemporary
culture.
f

Va n C. Kussrow, Jr.

Silence Will Speak
By Errol Trzebinski. The University of
Ch icago Press: Chicago, 1978. Pp . xix +
348. Cloth. $15.00

In 1962, on a sea-beaten coast in
Denmark, an old lady with a heavily
powdered white face, dressed in a
monkish gown, listened in neardarkness to Handel's aria "Where'er
You Walk." Then, as she did every
night, she walked to a door that lead
outside and faced east, where she
looked out for several moments in
silence. Dragging herself each step,
she proceded to the next part of the
ritual, a visit to a portrait in her
study. Silence, as the old dark eyes,
mysteriously hooded and vibrant with
pain looked into the young face in
the silver frame, a face which resolutely looked away, serenely unresponsive . The old lady then took
her nightly journey upstairs to bed.
But the ritual was never repeated,
for Isak Dinesen died two days later,
on September 7, 1962.
Errol Trzebinski's book, Silence Will
Speak, is a biography of that silverframed face, the Honorable Denys
Finch Hatton, second son of Henry,
Thirteenth Earl of Wilshelsea, born
1887, died 1931. In the book whose
author has only just escaped the spell
cast everywhere by her subject, we
are given a thorough biographical
exercise, for we learn about Denys'
family, his parents, his older brother
and sister, his nannies, pets, the tales
of his childhood, his school days,
complete with pictures of sober looking Victorians, stiff and wistful as
ever. After Eton and Oxford, we learn
of his introduction to Africa, his first
trip there in 1911 , his purchase of
property and his expressed determination to leave England and join
the British East African community.
The author has been dutiful in her
collection of letters, and her interviewing of family and friends, so that
the life of Denys Finch Hatton is
before us in full detail.
But there are two themes in the
book which fascinate us far beyond
the significance of the events in his
life. The first is the explicit purpose
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of the book as its subtitle indicates:
A Study of the Life of Denys Finch
Hatton and his relationship with
Karen Blixen. (That last is the real
name of the author pseudonymously
known as Isak Dinesen. She was also
known to her friends as Tania.) The
second theme is the puzzle of the
generation to which he belonged.
Their lives fascinate the hearer like
a tale of Dinesen's herself. Apparently
no one who met Finch Hatton ever
forgot him. He is universally described as charming, but more than
that, as brilliant, quintessentially
honorable, courtly, brave, generous,
capable, loyal.
Yet with all these qualities he never
achieved anything of significance. He
ran some trading stations, he fought
with courage and determination in
the First World War with the First
Division in Africa under· General
Jan Smuts, and he guided some
safaris, most notably two for The
Prince of Wales, later the Duke of
Windsor. No book of memoires survives him, no piece of legislation
passed as a result of his influence, he
held no elected or appointed office
after Eton, left no children. Yet at
least one woman visited his picture
every night for thirty years after his
death at forty-three.
Thus he takes on an emblematic
quality, for he was a figure representing a new age. They were born
and raised and trained and educated
as their fathers had been, but something happened to many of them to
alter the pattern of confident achievement that marked their Victorian
father's lives. "Romantic" is the frequent adjectives used to describe the
type, but that word is not quite precise
enough. Finch Hatton was tall and
handsome and strong and brave and
noble, but he was in at least some
sense, a failure, a drifter. He never
turned his hand to anything of consequence, never carried a project
through. H(• was. by all accounts, a
superb organizer of hunting expeditions, but several times, most remarkably with the Prince of Wales, these
trips were not completed. He apparently loved photography, but the
one or two examples in the book are
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thoroughly unprepossessing. This
non-achievement and non-ambition
has an admirable side, for he was
not aggressive, abrasive, self-aggrandizing at all. But he was a person
who lived for himself, and perhaps
this is wh(•rc the "romantic" title is
most apposite. He did what attracted
him, he went wh(•re he wanted to go,
saw those whom he wanted to see,
loved until surrender was demanded,
and then, always, and characteristically, lw drew back.
He first met Karen Dincsen, Baroness von Blixcn-Finecke, in 1918,
when she was thirty-three and had
been married four years to her cousin,
Bror von Blixen. They had come
out to Africa in 1914 to grow coffee,
idealizing everything from the climate
to the stability of coffee prices, and,
in Tania's case, marriage itself. But
marriage to Bror was a travesty, for
he was an irresponsible fool, and a
full-blown rake-in fact, the word
that comes inescapably to mind is
the old Victorian one, a cad. For the
idealistic, vaguely creative, sensitive
young woman to fall in love with
Finch Hatton, the spirit of Elizabethan
nobility, was inevitable.
It is more of a puzzle why he stayed
so long attached to her, in a Iiason
which became increasingly burdensome to him. Apparently they were
intensely close in many ways, but as
the years went by, Tania became more
and more possessive, which was the
very attitude to drive Finch Hatton
away. He had, in fact, moved his
possessions from her farm just weeks
before he was killed, flying his own
plane over the African veldt, in 1931.
Most of their friends tactfully covered
over this breach after his death, and
certainly Tania herself acted as though
his move had been a temporary one.
Her own life had come badly apart
by this time, as, divorced for some
years, she had tried without success
to run the coffee farm. By 1931, her
debts were enormous, and shortly
after Finch Hatton's death, she sold
and left what was for her the home ,
the center of her life and heart.
Iler great book Out of Africa came
directly out of this double failure.
Trzebinski is, of course, interested

In the way in which the quality of
Denys Finch Hatton's life affected
the success of Isak Dinesen's work.
The clues are all here, in Silence Will
Speak, but to some extent they remain
clues. A number of the author's
assertions about the transformation
of "real" events or passages between
Tania and Denys into "literary" events
in Dinesen's stories are intriguing
but somewhat unconvincing. (At least
in one place her reading of the stories
is just wrong, for the old lady in The
Roads Around Pisa is, in fact, an old
lady.) The fault of the book is that it
docs not uncover or expose the whole
of that relationship between life and
art which its subtitle promises. That
dimension of Finch Hatton's life
remains enigmatic, mysterious, no
less tantalizing because we know more
about the facts of his life than we did
after reading the hints about him in
Out of Africa. In the end the title is
the final word. What we wish to know
we will not be told. The image of the
old lady and the silver-framed face
will not speak to us, but if we wish to
understand them, we must understand
the silence of the gesture.

Gail Eifrig
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and faraway, in the east maybe, a sound
of fire and wind;
and down the rifled street came the breezes
trailing their fingers among the thin trees-

Prairie Dream
I

Old Leo held his cap
and spatthe bright glob landed near his broken shoe.
His head itched under the new Sears cap
but he was too cold to scratch.
The big orange truck bumped backwards
out of the garage and Leo watched the driver
jerk his thumb towards the doorOld Leo no~ded and saw the moon
full and cold pull the scarred Plum Trees
above the barns.

II
The ride began always the same:
the main street cans were painted
firstthen the lines on the sidewalk chockedand Leo, perched on the tail of the truck,
blew on his hands in the dark.
The one false thaw had rutted the streets
and the truck slipped on the new ice in them.
Leo glanced at the grey-blue sky
reflected in the pearly ruts; the cold wind
snapped in his mind like bands.
He painted the orange cans on the corners,
then cindered the storefronts
and finally all three steps and the wooden sidewalk
and blew on his hard blue hands-

III
The Eisenhower jacket didn't fit him well
nor help keep out the cold
but he always wore it on the long, cold, nights
ancJ he remembered the letter calling it "souvenir."
The tavern was black in its windows.
Old Leo leaned on the post and watched as the truck
bounced down the street toward the elevator for gas
and a talk with the watchman there.
Leo began his door check, his left hand
pushed down his pocket against his
bare skin for warmth-
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and Leo stooped to pick up the baseball cap
he'd seen on the groom at the wedding
that night.
But still he edged near the broken old
building
and rattled the milk-white procelain knobs
that he'd liked as a child and didn't hate now
but used to the roundness of all of them.
And he thought of his brother asleep in his bed
and their farm at the edge of townthen the wind rose all up and jerked its way
across the frozen road to rattle the milk-white
knobsOld Leo paused and fingered a button
that still bore the eagle of sane years ago;
he thought of his hands, how cold, how cold;
and the one fox barked on the Prairie wind;
Leo started; he listened; he stood
close to the streetthe silver patches of moonlight
sparked his face and ran down the lines
of his mouth; again the fox yelped-Leo
blinked his black eyes and climbed
the slight hill to the garage.

IV
The paint put aside,
he opened the door, smelled the gasoline
smell and the dirty straw and woodand he remembered a tune at the big wedding dance,
so he tried it right there in the streethe thought it a tune to keep, if te could,
and he whistled against the grPa' swinging door when
the long thinning night blinked far down the
town as the heavy truck turned
into the lane;
and the cold eastern sky shot no kindlier light,
and memories were rubbed into the brass eagle button,
so Leo closed the weather-worn door
wiped his nose on his sleevepicked out the kindliest rut,
and followed the moon out of town.

J . T. Ledbetter
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